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Faculty Senate considers proposed evaluation
• If approved
online course
evaluation
featured in 2004

those."
The evaluation will have a list of
questions concerning things such as
testing and teaching methods, said
Lucas Beagle. SG president.
"One thing we envision is the
mode of instruction, what's going to be
"... The intention is to allow
students to pick a course, or in

Ty Jessica Garringer
garringer.4<cpwrightedu
The WSU's faculty voting body
begins consideration following the proposal by Student Government of a student online course evaluation.
Monday, SG presented a draft of
the evaluation to the Faculty Senate,
said David Green, director of academic
affairs for SG. If approved, expectations arc that the online evaluations
will be up and running in one year.
"It is out of the Student Government's hands now," said Green. "Now
it is in the hands of the Faculty Senate,
and if they want to bring the Student
Government in to work on it. we would
welcome and encourage that."
The online evaluations are to be
offered to students through ROX and

some instances pick a faculty
member, that's more amiable to
their style of learning."
— David Green

Pimm nfAcademic If/air, Dtnid Green presents feBotv number* nj Wright Suae V Student (kn'.nunent nith a draft pmpusing die implemetuatkm of online enduatit>n\

will have a series of finite questions
from which students can choose, preventing students from typing any personalized responses, said Green.
"Basically they're not designed to
critique the faculty or bring them down
or up," said Green. "It's not designed to
bash a course. Really, the intention is
to allow students to pick a course, or in

some instances pick a faculty member,
that's more amiable to their style of
learning."
However, the evaluation will not
replace the student evaluations that are
distributed at the end of each quarter,
said Green. "Those evaluations go to
the department chair. This is not replacing those, but rather supplementing

in the course," said B agle. "There are
some students that favor writing papers
as opposed to exams or vice versa, and
as they see what the style of the course
is they may choose that course or a
particular section within that course."
This type of program would be
very beneficial to students, said Milda
Zilinskaite. a junior international studies major. "It is better to have something to look at and help with classes
than to have nothing at all."
"Evaluations'* continued on page 3

MBA links WSU to China in international business program
By Jocelyn Hodson
knoll.5@wright.edu
In what is being called a historic
program, WSU is participating in an
international MBA program in which
faculty members and students will travel to China to teach and study.
The program provides an opportunity for 13 faculty members and a currently undetermined number of students, said Dean of the Raj Soin College of Business, Berkwood Fanner.
"We're working with business
leaders in Ohio. We want to use the
program to establish a business relationship with Ohio business firms and
Chinese business firms to increase
business," said Farmer.
In addition to stimulating economi-

cal development between Ohio and
China, the program would enable the
College of Business to be a part of the
future development of China's pursuit
of higher education, said Farmer.
"We anticipate that this program
will open trade opportunities between
the State of Ohio and China while supporting Wright State's efforts to foster
and support multiculturalism and diversity through a global perspective." he
said.
Participants of the program will
travel to China in the Spring of 2004.
said Andrew Lai, WSU professor of
business and coordinator of the MBA
program.
The faculty will be leaching 40 students enrolled in classes in Shanghai
and 40 students enrolled in classes in

"He anticipate that this program
will open trade opportunities
between the State of Ohio and
China..."
— Berkwood Farmer
Beijing, he said. As an additional part
of the program, Chinese business executives will travel to the U.S. to enroll
in classes at WSU.
"Approximately 40 Chinese business and go.emment executives will
come to Wright State in January to
begin an intensive. 12 month program
to earn an M'BA executive format
degree." said Lai.

The faculty is being selected based
on their expertise and interest in specialized areas of business. The program
will allow the faculty to come back
from their teaching experience and
improve at WSU based on what they
will have learned, said Farmer. However, not all faculty positions are currently finalized, and selection of students
has yet to begin.
Vikram Sethi, chair and professor
of MIS, will be one ot the faculty
members taking part in the MBA program abroad.
I have participated in a similar
cohort program in Texas, said Sethi.
These types of programs go beyond
basic education and give ambassadors
of organizations in other countries an
"China" continued on page 5
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Crime N.
± \ otes
Assault
Sept. 24: An assault was reported
between the dormitories of Jacob and
Boston Halls.
Arson Related Offenses
Sept. 27: Criminal Mischief involving an unidentified subject tearing off
a dry erase board was reported at
Hawthorn Hall. Damages amounted to
$5.
Drug/I.iquor Offenses
Sept. 25: Drug abuse was reported
in Boston Hall in reference to an odor
of marijuana, no arrest was made.
Sept. 27: An arrest was made in
College Park for Alcohol Offenses
Involving Minors, Resisting Arrest
and Obslructine Official Business.

Larceny/Theft
Sept 22: A motor vehicle was
reported stolen from l ot 4. a loss of
$2,500.
Sept. 22: Police were dispatched to
the Student Union in regards to a
subject who was attempting to sell
subscriptions for magazines that do
not exist.
Sept. 23: A complaint regarding
the sale of a subscription for magazines that do not exist was reported.
The suspect was standing outside of
the Student Union.
Sept. 24: A complaint regarding
the sale of a subscription for magazines that do not exist was reported.
The suspect was standing outside of
the Student Union.

hreshnten Tony iMbudovskL #16, looks for an open pass during aftrightState Raiders 'soever
game.
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Number of Wright One Cards affects policing
lessica GaningaKam®Er.'K">>TeW.«hi

There are approximately 1X.000
Wright One cards in use on and around
WSU at various offices and businesses,
and with such a large number the ability to police theft and other Wright One
card-related infractions is quite difficult.
With so manv places, such as the
Bookstore. Parking and Transportation.
Dining Services and the library, accepting Wright One cards, there is still no
specific training that each office undergoes to make sure that no stolen Wright
One cards are being used, said Steve
Adams. Campus One Card and Vending Services manager.
"I just provide the system to each
office." said Adams. "It is in the interest of each office to train their employees to look for certain things to prevent
theft."
In addition students regularly come
into his office with problems concerning lost or stolen cards, he said. "Students coming in with problems is an
everyday event." said Adams.
During 2002, more than 1.000
Wright One cards were reported stolen
at WSU. Once a student realizes his or
her card is stolen, the student should
immediately come to the Wright One
Center to report the problem, he sakl.
"If a student's card is lost or stolen,
we immediately suspend the card and
produce a new c.srd under another issue
level," said Adams
Offices and businesses ground
WSl" are taking precautions to make
sure that the Wright < >ne cards are
being used properly. "We match the
picture on the Wright One card to the
customer." said C'amela Sicbuhr, manager of the WSU Bookstore. "If the
photo is not clear or accurate we ask
for another form of picture ID. As with
any debit or credit card transaction, the
"Kvilualinnr continued from pigr I

"It would allow students to be able
to select classes more suitable to their
learning styles." said Will Graver, a
junior film major. "This also might lead
to an alteration in the way some professors teach their classes."
In order to ease reservations that
the faculty might have concerning the
online evaluations. SCi has tried to
design the questions to keep from
being as argumentative, said Green.
"We want questions that won't make
them angry or put them in a bad light,
because really they don't need that."
However, some faculty members
are not as concernei" with the personal
ramifications as they are to the overall
effectiveness of the evaluation proposal, said Cathy Saver, lecturer of Eng-

customer is required to sign a receipt."
"When a cashier finds someone not
using their own card they will keep the
card and not allow the transaction to
taki place." said Charles Porter.
Regional District Manager of Dining
Services. "The student using a card
without the owner's authorization usually leaves the minute the cashier starts
asking questions."
However, students like Kerry
Daugherty. a Social Science Education
ma; >r remain skeptical.
"The people working don't really
check each card." said Daugherty. "I
gave my card to some friends just the
other day. and they used it to buy food
without any problems."
Under the WSU student code of
conduct, the punishment a student
receives depends on whether it is a first
time offense, or i! they have been
caught stealing in the past.
" The sanctions for such a violation
will depend on the circumstances
regarding the incident, the individual's
ability to understand and take responsibility for his or her behavior and any
cumulative disciplinary history he or
she may have," said Gary Dickstein.
director of judicial affairs.
Other than random theft, students
such as Heather Beckett, a senior History major, are worried about glitches
in the Wright One card computer system that could accidentally connect tw o
accounts. Due to a recent problem with
ner Wright One Card, she finds herself
a bit more apprehensive.
"In life, people try to take advan" There are more than "(III colleges
using the same computer system
that H'SV is on."

II Sl •Jmlenl Ryan llvbiies uses Iris Might One card. al\o known as the Ilex account, at the
hangar in. tlfyn Hull.
tage of you. and I'm not going to be
the person that gets screwed over
because their computer system doesn't
work." she said.
The computer system is doing a
great job with the thousands of transactions that occur daily, said Adams
WSlJ's Wright One cards are on a
computer system that is used by uni-

versities all over the nation. "There are
more than 700 colleges using the same
computer system that WSU is on." said
Adams.
Although the computers arc not
100 percent infallible, that one incident
shouldn't discredit an entire system,
said Adams.

WHO NEEDS CLASS
WHEN YOU VE GOT
=
TASTE

— Steve . Idams
Iish and faculty senator.
"I think it is a good idea to ha\e a
student online evaluation, but I think
the current evaluation prototype needs
some work to make it really useful lor
students," said Saver.
Other faculty members arc concerned that the information given to the
students will be outdated or obsolete by
the time each quarter begins.
"Why can't students do it the old
fashion way and ask the professor what
is going on in the class'.'" asked Dr.
Rudy Fichtenbaum. professor of economics and fai jlty senator.
"If they [professors] start seeing a
trend in the selection of courses then
that may allow a little bit of accommodation on how the courses are taught to
overall benefit the tcacning at Wright
State, said Green.
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Criminal Justice major develops on campus
stages, this type of program will eventually become the status quo. he said.
"Police departments are moving
towards requiring a college degree "
Due to these emerging national
trends, students graduating with a criminal ju<"«:e degree will enter the work
force ' t.-.j able to compete more successfully at the state and local levels,
said Da\ i I Williams, a WSl! adjunct
faculty m-mber and retired Huber
Heights pi lice officer.
"Every time a police officer does
anything they have to prepare, and 1
think we keep evolving that as it comes
Student
and increased demandsfrompolice tk-partmtiUs have influenced the motion ofa
around." said Williams.
IfSC' criminalju-Jkc decree. Police officers such as die Hnght State cops pictured aho\v nun- need
college degrees to perform the same johs in the future.
By Becky Bmctzyoid
rebeccsJradzynsM@yahooxam

" P o l i c e departments
moving

Prompted by sludent interest and an
increased demand from police departments to require officers to have some
form of college degree, WSU's Criminal Justice major continues to develop.
The major, a result of a survey taken
last winter, was established to expand
offerings of three different career
tricks—law, behavior and administration. said Director of the Department of
' Political Science, Charles Funderburk.
It incorporates resources from the
Political Science, Sociology and Urban
Affairs programs, with students able to
choose from electives that fit their

towards

are

requiring

a

college degree."
— David H iMums
needs.
The degree can prepare students for
a career in pre-law, police investigation. homeland security, and other
types of corrections, said Funderburk.
However, a student's career paths
depend on "how hard they work, what
connections they make, and their effort.
It's up to the student. All we can do is
provide an opportunity."
Although it is still in the beginning
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WSU Judicial Review Panel
will provide an alternative
• 3 seats reserved
for students on panel
By iames R. BrwnJewie
brandewe3@wrighLedu

Judicial Affairs continues to prepare
for its annual training of volunteers to
sit
the office's Judicial Review
Panel, with sessions beginning in late
October.
The ,'udicial Review Panel is
formed to process hearings for students
in violation of the Student Code of
Conduct, and is designed to give students an alternative in these types of
situations, said Judicial Review Panel
Chair and Graduate student Ben Muck.
"Students can opt to go to the
review panel when they don't feel
comfortable going through their conduct officer." said Mack.
A typical panel is comprised of one
faculty member, one staff member,
myself and two other students, he said.
Members who complete the training for
the Judicial Review Panel are also eligible for the academic integrity hearings.
"The Judicial Review Panel allows
for two sides of a story to be heard
from a third party who can decide what
course of action should be taken in
respect to the code." said Gary Dickstein, Director of Judicial Affairs.
Training for these positions is divided into two sessions. The morning session consists of reviewing the pillars of
V i s i t

our code, this ensures panel members
understand the process completely and
the responsibilities of being a panel
member, said Diekstcin. Other aspects
of this training session include discussions of different ways to ask questions. enhancing listening skills, and
understanding cultural differences
among the university's community. The
afternoon session is mostly case study
examination followed by mock hearings.
"Any student that is in good standing academically and behaviorally is
eligible to serve on the panel from first
year first quarter students to Graduate
students, it is good to have a crosssection of students." he said. "We try to
pull together a diverse group in every
fashion- major, religion, ethnicity,
everything."
The Judicial Review Panel hears
eases of serious violations of the Student Code including: Intentional physical harm, hazing, harassment, possession or carrying of firearms, disorderly
conduct, unwelcomed sexual advances,
bias-related incidents based on race,
sex. color, religion, ancestry, national
origin, age, disability, veteran status,
sexual orientation and judicial system
abuses. Repeat violations of lesser
offenses can also be heard by the panel
according to the Student Code of Conduct handbook.
During the previous year there were
approximately 22 student judicial hearings, said Dickstein. In addition,
approximately ten academic integrity
hearings and university appeals panel
took place.
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Assisting in this evolution is the
incorporation of technology into the
major, he said. Techno
>s so
heightened today tha>
"cers
can actually contract a •
forensic team to reconstruct i •
t as
well as dissect other pai
.puters
suspected of illegal activity
ever,
students should be prepared to i«.arn
about white-collar crime ar J blue-collar crime.
"Blue-collar crime hapj. ms with a
hand gun, white-collar crim," with a
pencil." said Williams. "Criminology,
is people-based. You will have to know
how to deal with people."
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Mock Trials exhibit VX nerve agent arrival delayed
real consequences
By lames R. BranJewie
brande*ie3@wri^itedu

Ohio EPA representative Heather
Lauer.
"Ohio compliance evaluation
revealed that the compar
"red more
hazardous waste than a
led to
properly label all hazard... ...
,torage containers with propc
nd
stored certain containers i,.
rm
storage longer than allowed.' ....
Lauer.

Over 20 communities in Ohio have
passed resolutions against the Army's
plan to ship the VX nerve agent
Assistant Director of Student Life.
hydrolysate to Dayton. Currently the
These triads provide students with a plan is on hold until at least 2004.
firsthand experience of the conseUrn* 'he plan the nerve agent was
quences of being caught drinking while to be shipped from Newport. IN to a
under age or with illegal substances,
local Perm?-Fix facility located at 300
said Sullivan. "Students can benefit
"Kringinfi this dangerous material
South West End Avenue.
from attending these types of pro"The Ai Tiy plan hinged on public
to the Drexel community is ... disgrams. They are made aware of the
acceptance." said U.S. Rep. Mike Turnconsequences of high risk choices," she- er. R-Centerville. "32 governmental
crimination
based on race and
said.
bodies and citizen groups in the Miami
income."
Fairborn Municipal Court Judge
Valley have publicly opposed the
— Michelle Cooper
Catherine Barber served as the Mock • plan."
Judge. Student Advocate and Attorney
Among the organizations in oppo"Bringing this dangerous material
Mike Booher and Attorney Scott Ashel- sition to the shipment of the chemical
to the Drexel community is out and out
man from WSU Legal Services served
are Citizens for the Responsible
discrimination based on race and
as the defense and prosecuting attorDestruction of Chemical Weapons of
income" said Michelle Cooper, a resineys. said Sullivan. A WSU Police
the Miami Valley and the Dayton
dent of Jefferson Township. "The EnviOfficer served as a witness, and audiChapter of the NAACP, according to
ronmental
Justice Executive Order is
ence members were pulled to form the
Citizen Action, an environmental
supposed to stop this kind of activity."
jury.
organization. In April, the two groups
VX was scheduled to be destroyed
Anyone can be involved in Mock
filed an Environmental Justice Comby April 2007 under the international
Veronica Ford, SG\ assistant speaker ofthe Trials, she said. The next case, w hich
plaint
with
the
U.S.
Department
of
house, participated in last nvek V mock trial
Chemical Weapons Convention treaty.
deals with underage consumption and
Defense and the Environmental ProFollowing the terrorist attacks that took
possession of alcohol, will be held in
tection Agency.
place
on Sept. II, 2001, Congress last
!adMaH@jrinacom
the Student Union Multipurpose Room
According to the EPA. Pcrma-Fix
year
ordered the Army to destroy all
on October 22 during National Collereached a settlement with the Ohio
stockpiled chemical weapons by 2004,
The Office of Student Life, through
giate Alcohol Awareness week.
branch of the organization for "hazaccording to the Associated Press. The
the Alcohol and Other Drug Education
"So many times students only think ardous waste management law violaArmy has since delayed the destruction
Programming, began its mock trial pre- about the moment and not the effects
tions and delinquent hazardous waste
of VX gas at the plant in Indiana
sentations last week in the Rathskeller
of making certain choices," said Sullifacility treatment fees."
because it doesn't meet environmental
Students and faculty attended the first
van. "I hope students will walk away
Neglecting to pay for the compastandards or have a sprinkler system
installment of the two-part series.
from these experiences knowing that
ny's off-site hazardous waste treatment, yet.
which dealt with alcohol and other
they do have the option to make low
during a period that lasted from 1995
Perma-Fix could not be reached for
drug related court cases.
risk choices and eliminate a lot of
to 2000, was among the "resolved old
comment.
We have taken an actual police
tragedy from their lives."
issues" included in the settlement, said
report from WSU judicial services and
1 1
..iiHi..
changed the original names, dates and
locations in order to protect those individuals' privacy, said Toyette Sullivan,

•Alcohol and other
drug related court cases
presented in two-part
series

• the World off Healthcare....Become a

"C bin.- continued from pier I

opportunity to understand our business
and trade needs better.
"It's in our self-interest to help
them to develop quickly and contribute
globally," he said. "We will learn how
different cultures educate, and for the
state this is a wonderful opportunity
because for students coming here, they
are not limited to an MBA."
David Bukovinsky, associate professor of accountancy, be another faculty member traveling to China to
teach local business executives in the
Spring.
"I think it is going to be a great
opportunity for myself and the university," said Bukovinsky. "We've got a
very large market over there that we
can tap into. Hopefully, it will be prof
itable for the univers ty."
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EDITORIAL

Campus Food is Sodex-horific

The Legacy of t h e Kcd Scare
Few at Wright Slate remember
Elia Kazan, the Hollywood film
director who died this past weekend. In 1952, Kazan made the
controversial decision to give the
names of eight Communist Party
members 10 the Mouse Un-American Activities Committee. Some
say Kazan was a patriot who did
his civic duty, others claim he
was a rat who fanned the flames
of a witch-hunt.
Patriot or rat, Kazan's story
speaks to the ramifications of
national fear and the power of
government to influence its people. In Kazan's time, the bad
guys were the Communists. The
real or perceived threat of Communist infiltration sparked U.S.
military intervention and covert
operations abroad, as well as
domestic prosecution or blacklisting of known or suspected
Communist party members. So
profound was the panic that an
individual. American citizen or
not, who showed even a hint of
political leftism fell under the
suspicion of the U.S. government
and its people. A few of the bad
guys were rightfully rounded up
and prosecuted Yet, an incalculably great number of good guys
were wrongfully accused, sometimes jailed, and nearly always
ostracized for political opinions
that tilted to the left.
In our time, the bad guys are
the terrorists, but this time the
government tells us that terrorists
are much harder to find than the
Communists were. Now the definition of the enemy includes a
spectacular range of categories:
religion, ethnicity, place of birth
or ancestry, social group membership, charitable contributions,
books read in libraries, sites visited on the Web and one's choice
of friends. The country is in serious danger of being overcome by
the same fear that had the American public in a stranglehold during the Cold War.
History may record that the
greatest terrorist threat to the
United States was the terror felt
by its citizens, and what the public chose to do about it.

meals served up in jails, hospitals and
retirement homes across the country- I'm flattened.
Most of us college students are
hungry and busy. The average male stuIt's a damn
dent may prefer a double cheeseburger,
shame that
a Coke (err Pepsi) and fries for lunch.
Wright State
While the dietary value of this meal is
and Sodexho
questionable at best, it fills a stomach
could not pro
vide better food for a mere $6.49. The stereotypical
"female student eats a bit healthier,
for the Union
maybe a ten-ounce salad and an AquaMarket in the
fina (bottled by Pepsi). This poor
Student Union
after it was ren- woman will pay almost five dollars for
ovated last year some roughage and water.
Well, hey. cut Sodexho a break
to the tunc of
right? These days $6.49 doesn't go so
S7.8 million dollars. The university
far. Well if I'm going to spend it on
eatery was closed .or much of 2002 to
food I'm sure as hell not spending it at
make way for hundreds of new tables,
Union Market I could almost buy ten
chairs and sofas. The new serving staMcDonald's cheeseburgers or a
tions are colorful and attractive, the
Wendy's combo with a Frosty, and
employees are courteous and diligent*
that's hella better dun two skinny
•nit the quality of food is poor and disfrozen patties out of a box and some
gustingly overpriced. Year after year,
sugar-water.
The wraps might be one of
we complain about the food on campus
the most edible items at Union Market;
but this year things have truly gotten
however, even they don't approach a
out of hand.
bargain after waiting in line for ten
Since 19v2. Wright State has outminutes.
sourced its food services to Sodexho, a
Surely Sodexho must have some
French multinational conglomerau that
high overhead to justify selling food at
provides services to business, healthcare, educational and correctional facil- such high prices. Nope Wright State,
its students and Ohio taxpayers pa.d for
ities. The University and Sodexho proUnion Market and we also pay for its
vide us with some of the very same
upkeep and maintenance. Sodexho is

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Guardian's article on Vector
and ("Marketing Corp. Criticized by
Student Group") covered the basics
but failed to plough the depths of what
makes this company so reviled among
current and former sales
reps. To begin, it does not mention
that sales reps make, on average, $3 a
day selling knives for the company
according to a study by the Wisconsin
Consumer Protection Dept. (Washington Post June 1, 19%). This certainly
contradicts the testimony of the
individual in the story who claimed
$200-$ 1000 is "slightly above average" the normal salary.
The editors of the story also seem
to downplay the sheer number and
breadth of grievances voiced by sales
reps. Online complaint forums documents literally thousands of specific
complaints. In my work with
Students Aga. ist Vector Exploitation,
1 have heard more than enough horror
stories to convince me of the shady,
illicit character of Vector Marketing, i
only wished the editors had more
closely examined the nersona! experi-

Submit your
Letter to the Editor
to
Valerie Lough
vlough@$iscom.nct
w

w

w

res jua.Me only for operations, which
primarily consists of employee and
food cr sts.
So 'exho employees, those guys
and girl behind the counters, probably
earn somewhere in the vicinity of five
to seven dollars an hour. Although their
wages represent a majority of Sodexho's costs, they also represent most of
Sodexho's value added and I would be
pleasantly surprised if any employees
qualify for benefits at all. Food costs
are typically much lower, perhaps
eighty-five cents for the S3.69 double
cheeseburger. In the eyes of corporate
Sodexho, enhanced food quality would
only cut directly into its profit margin.
Wright State may just be a smaller
university on Sodexho's victim list, but
listen up Sodexho, the demand is there.
Walk into The Hangar at Noon on any
given Tuesday and you'll know what I
mean. The student body is desperate for
an alternative dining option where the
healthiest food isn't Taco Bell. Until
Food Services decides to make
changes, I implore students to eat
across Col. Glenn, pack lunch, go to
Meijer, anything to avoid Sodexho like
the nlague that it is.
Senior citizens may not be able to
taste the difference and inmates may
not appreciate the difference, but
Wright State students will applaud better food at more reasonable prices.
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ences of those disappointed with Vector, which in my experience far ou
number the paltry few success stories.
Additionally, the article tailed to
explain how sales reps are not
"employees" but "independent contractors" which means the reps arc not
protected by basic labor laws like
minimum wage or hourly pay. Thus
the company, on very dubious legal
grounds, effectively controls the
actions of those who work for it while
avoiding pesky labor laws and payroll
taxes that employers have to pay.
The editors provide a respectable
overview of the issue but fails to really expose, for the benefit of students
who might be harmed by it the deceptive. exploitative, and unethical nature
of Vector Marketing. I do hope The
Guardian, a highly respected paper, is
not watering down the facts to
appease corporate interests.
David Ferris
New York. NY
Co-founder of Students Against Vector
Exploitation (SAVE)
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I just wanted to applaud you
on your excellent commentary
on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Though few refuse to
admit it, the United States has
chosen sides by funding the
Israelis. I also think the media
has a lot to do with why most
Americans refuse to justify the
war and call it instead "acts of
terrorism" by the Palestinians. It
just shows how Noam Chomsky's "The Manufacturing Consent" still exists today.
One may also compare the
current Middle Eastern conflict
with the WWI Armenian Genocide. As Hitler once said, "Who
remembers the Armenians?"
Who knows.
Perhaps future generations
will say "Who remembers the
Palestinians?"
Laura Bedrossian

Wednesday, October 1, 2003 The Guardian I
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The onEy thing Democrats have to fear is fear it
Then came the war talk, and soon
all of these issues were out of the
headlines. It worked: the Republicans
went on to win both Houses of Congress in November.

By Marie Weisbrot
(KRT)

WASHINGTON _ "Lies and the
Lying Liars Who Tell Them," the title
of Al Franken's book on the American
right, is starting to look less like a
cartoon and more like a description
that could filter into the mainstream.
Last week Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.
D-Mass., surprised his Senate colleagues by accusing the Bush team of
going to war in Iraq for domestic
political reasons, and deliberately
deceiving the American public.
"There was no imminent threat.
This was made up in Texas,
announced in January to the Republican leadership that (the war) was
going to take place and was going to
be good politically. This whole thing
was a fraud," Kennedy said.
Kennedy's remarks were not the
least bit shocking to the tens of millions of Americans who have seen
through the fraud from the very beginning. Back in August 2002, the
Democrats were outpolling Republicans on the economy, the budge;.
Social Security and almost all of ihe
biggest election issues except "national security and terrorism." Millions of
Americans had lost much of their
retirement savings in a wave of corporate crime.
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The timing was pcrfect and the reasons offered for the war turned out to
be fraudulent no weapons of mass
destruction, no links between Iraq and
Sept. 11. What more evidence would
anyone need as to why they did it?
Yet Kennedy is the first political
leader with full access to the national
media to state the obvious. Hence the
swift and shrill response from the
Republicans, with House Majority
Leader Tom DeLay accusing Democrats of having "spewed more hateful
rhetoric at President Bush than they
ever did at Saddam Hussein."
The Republicans hav e reason to be
scared. A Wall Street Journal/NBC
poll last week asked voters w hether
they would "probably vote for President Bush or probably vote for the

Der - -itic candidate" next year: 42
percent chose Bush versus 40 percent
for the Democrat. This difference is
statistic ally insignificant, and was
down ft >m a 52 percent to 24 percent
lead for Uush in April.
Politicians are schooled in the art of
compromise and cautious speech,
especially in the United States. They
often forget that the unvarnished truth
can at times be a powerful weapon.
And this is one of those times.
There is a part of the electorate,
probably about a third, that already
knows that the Bush team lied about
Iraq and dragged us into this mess for
the most unconscionable of political
motives. These include people who
read Paul Krugman in The New York
Times, or use the Internet to find
do/ens of other well-informed, even
well-established writers who have
made these arguments persuasively.
According to The New York Times,
about 38 percent of the public have
consistently told pollsters they do not
believe that George W. Bush was
legitimately elected president.
Another part, also roughly a third.
i» solidly in Bush's corner. These are
people who get their information from
Fox News and actually believe that it
is "fair and balanced." They Would
support the president if he invaded
Sweden to liberate lis people from the
oppression of their welfare state.

"f

It's that other third thi
g voters
that the Bush team is worrit about.
According to the most rr cent polls,
their support for the w: r is slipping
and their skepticism ab. ut President
Bush is growing. Many < f these people do not get much news outside of
the major broadcast media, and therefore have not been exposed to the
strong arguments that Kennedy
brought them last week.
If more political leaders with
Kennedy's level of access to the media
were to pick up on these themes, it
could seriously undermine President
Bush's credibility. Still, the biggest
group of swing voters will probably
make their decision on the basis of the
economy. But President Bush is at
least as vulnerable on that front, as he
is poised to become the first president
since Herbert I loover to preside over
a net loss of jobs during his term.
It's still very early in the game and
the Democrats don't have a candidate
yet, but it seems that this presidential
election will be theirs for the taking.
If they have (he courage to take it.
Mark Weisbrot is co-director of the
Center for Economic and PolicyResearch

CORRECTION: Last Weeks Issue "Liberal Hypocrisy" by Joe Manning -The Guardian incorrectly printed "You know the one thing
that's great about this country?" when it should have read "You know the one thing that's wrong with this country?"
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1902 glider replicatohang in SU
A look at the man who created it
M i c h e l Ditto
n1icditto@yahoo.coin

Retired WSU Instrument Machine
Shop founder Howard DuFour had a
vision to recreate the Wright Brothers'
1902 glider with the left over money he
had from building the 1903 replica that
hangs in the Paul Laurence Dunbar
Library. On October 14 at 2 PM in the
Student Union Atrium, Dufour's vision
will finally come true.
The glider, which took over two years
to build and was stored at the National
Composite Center in Kettering, differs

hat

hangs in the Paul Ijiurence Dunbar library.

from the 1903 plane in one major way:
il doesn't have an engine; the engine that
for so many years people believed the
Wright Brothers developed along with
the plane.
DuFour changed that erroneous
belief, as well as the belief that the real
inventor's wife was insane when she
died in a Dayton mental institution.
DuFour's father passed away when he
was three years old and right after that
his grandfather put tools in his hand to
build miniature models. "I knew what I"
wanted to do with my life before I was
ten years old," DuFour said, "it just
worked out that way."
After years and years of building
models there was one model that he
wanted to build the most: the 1903
Wright Flyer engine. 1/3 of the size or
the original.
DuFour received a SI0.000 grant
from Wright State to study the Wright
brothers' engine. After conducting some
initial research he discovered that the
Wright Brothers hadn't built the engine
at all. that it was developed by a man by
the name of Charley Taylor, the Wright
Brothers' Bicycle Shop mechanic. And
he built it in six weeks.
With the grant money from WSU.
DuFour set out to recreate the engine
that Taylor built. After creating several
castings of the engine, DuFour recreated
a casting that replicated the one Taylor
built for the Wright brothers. Then he
decided that the world needed to know
about the genius who helped put the
Wright Brothers' plane in the air.
For fourteen years. Dufour's book,
C harles F. Taylor. 1868-1956, The
Wright Brothers' Mechanician took him
as far away as Detroit and Washington.
DC. to study Taylor's life; a search that

IhiHvrJ Du! our holding a model ofthe H right Hrothen 'glider.
ultimately proved that Taylor's wife.
Henrietta, was not insane when she died
in a Dayton mental institution in 1933.
According to DuFour, Marian was
told that she had been the cause of her

The Might Cycle Shop

New honors aviation class offered

EVENT CALENDAR

"•Scheie Ditto
Mcdtto@yahoo£om

October 2-5

• Carl LaBove and Outlaw of Comedy with Jerry Wolski at Joker's
Comedy Club

October 4-18

• Exhibition: "Remain Open" -Acrylic and oil pr intings by Hector
Castellanos Lara at the Student Onion Art Galleries.

October 4

• Lily Tomlin to appear at the Springfield Knss Center at B p.m.
• Springfield Oktoberfest

October 7

• Hetirod Air Porce Colonel Guion "Goy" Blnford to appear at WSU
Re eption begins at S p.m. in the Student Onion Atrium.

October 9

• 7-9:30 Latin Night in B1S6 A,B ft C in the Stadent Union.

October 10-12

• WSU Homecoming!

Through
October 19

• Ohio Renaissance Festival
w
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mother's insanity, as it was believed that
Taylor's wife became inflicted with a
bout of insanity while pregnant with
Marian. However, medical records later
show that she actually suffered from
Banti's Disease. Discovered by an Italian doctor, Banti's disease enlarged Henrietta's spleen and made her appear mentally ill for short periods of time; at
times she was distant, reclusive and
unruly.
Marian in fact had not had children
herself in fear the disease may have
afflicted her. After discovering her
mother had not been mentally ill at all,
she said. "I knew it all along. I wa? just
afraid to ask."
After fourteen years of research of the
engine. Charlie Taylor and the plane.
DuFour writes in his book, that "the
preparation of the family history side
(was) every bit as rewarding as those
aspects relating to aviation history."
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Not only did the recent centennial
celebration of flight spark renewed
intci-st in Dayton's contribution to aviation history, but it also motivated
WSU to create a new honors class to
study Dayton's role in that history.
"Dr. Susan Carrafielo of the honors
program and Dr. Marjorie McLellan.
the director of the Public History program. approached me with the idea last
spring." Davvne Dewey, head of Special
Collections and Archives at WSU said.
"It was a perfect time to increase
awareness among our students, and
even more so, promote the living legacy Wright State carries by being named
after the inventors of powered flight."
d
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According to Dewey, juniors and
seniors in the honors program are eligible to take the new aviation seminar.
Topics of discussion will start with the
Wright Brothers and move to present
day research and development at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
"Many people are not aware of the
rich history of aviation in Dayton and
the Miami Valley," Dewey said. "It's
important to educate- our students as to
the inventive spirit that has been present in aviation technology from the first
powered flight to modem innovations
today." Dewey added.
The new aviation seminar will also
give students the opportunity to visit
museum and aviation sites, listen to
speakers, view films and meet aviation
pioneers.
c
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m

Bolinga center to present speakers
Michelle Ditto
Micdito@yahoo.com

ies and addresses the issue of rape in the
Black community. "No!" explores the
silence in the Black eommun"v when
Astronaut Colonel (itiion "Guy" BluBlack women and girls are raped by
fonl, Jr. will come to WSU on October
Black men and boys.
7th. An astronaut for fifteen years wui'i
"There arc many victims of rape that
NASA. Bluford became the first A fricanare blaming themselves tot w hat hapAmcrican astronaut in space. During his pened to them. I w anted to illuminate
fifteen year career, he flew on Spacelab
the issue to let those struggling in silence
flight in 1985 and on Department of
to know they don't have to be .silent anyDefense missions in 1991 and 1992. Ikmore and that there is a network of supwas inducted into the International Space
port they can get plugged into." C orey
Hal! of Fame in 1997 after putting in
[ .cfteridge of the Bolinga Center said.
over (<XX hours in space.
A rape survivor. Simmons said thai
In addition to Bluford. on < Jctober
recovering from rape is a continual
15th. speaker and filmmaker \ishah
process. "The first step is to claim being
Simmons will present het feature docua survivor, to name it. and to acknowledge what happened to you. I'm an advocate of therapy, and of prayer and meditation. however one defines that. But 1
really think it's about being honest with
ourselves, forgiving ourselves, and also
of alleviating the guilt." Simmons said "i
an interview with Pop and Politics.com
Simmons also said that one of her
goals in making the film was to portray
that rape victims "were doing something
to help themselves and to help other
women."
Lefteridge has similar hopes. "I want
people to walk away from this film with
renewed support, and that they realize
that they can move ahead with their
Ms. ALshatt Simmon,. \/* utrr andfilnuiiakei.
lives."

IsmimiuH iiliuirl <iiiiim "tiuy" KluforJ, Jr.

Col. Guo
i n "Guy" Blufonl, Jr.
Vta: October 7th 7:00 PM
Mat: Medical Sciences Auditorium
KIK MS. Aisltaii Sm
i mons
M B October 1StJi 6:00 PM
i n 252 Creative Arts Ctr.

Why drive in circles
when you can park
in Lot 4 or Lot 20?

A gallon of <
you run out
campus roa<
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Homecoming at the Emera
Krystle Barger
krystle21mac@aol.com
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1 lomecoming seems synonymous
with football games and se'ious
partying. WSU reinvents the
word to mean hard-corc volleyball, soccer and a 5K run.
Beginning on Friday.
October 10 at 10 a.m is the
"How to Give Back Workj shop' in El03 Student
I Union. BSU, Bolinga Center
and the African American
Alumni Society sponsor the
event.
Campus Kick-off will
immediately following the
workshop. Free food, the
Mocktaii contest, banners, the
introduction of King and Queen
Homecoming Court and WWSU
106.9 will take over the Quad and a
hot air balloon will mark the area.
"! went last year and it was a lot
of fun. They had lots of free food
and the Quad was absolutely
packed. It's also really cool to
see the homecoming court. I'm
not sure what I think about this

year's theme though," said Jennifer
Byrd. Middle Childhood Education
Major.
Following the antics at the Quad.
WSU Volleyball vs. Youngstown State
will battle at the Nutter Center at
7p.m. WSU Volleyball vs leveland
State will continue their . jnipuge at 4
p.m. at the Nutter Center on Saturday.
WSU Raider Club Hocke; vs. F.astern Kentucky will hit the ice Jt 8 p.m.
Saturday. October 11 Wrigi i State's
Campus Recreation will sponsor and
direct the fourth annual Homecoming
"Hit the Bricks' 5K. Proceeds from the
event will benefit the Student Union
and the Campus Rccreation Scholarship fund. Participants in the contest
arc encouraged to dress up according
to the theme of "There's no place like
home'. The run is free for students.
S5.00 for WSU affiliates and SI0.00
for community members if entries are
postmarked by October 1. After October I all entries will be accepted, but
the cost will be a flat S10.
"The 5K run and voleyball games
should be cool, but it's hard to think
of a homecoming without a football
game. I think it's difficult to get excit-

ed fro any of the events," said Chris
Gleason, Mechanical Engineering
Major.
A! Shearer, also known as HITZ
from the street, has built a reputation
for himself on MTV Beach House and
Punk'd. He will host a comedy show
at X p.m at the McLin Gym in the
Nutter Center. The show will feature
comedians Spank. Ray Lipowski and
Lav Luv. Advance tickets will be S10
and can be purchased at the Student
Union Box Office, or at the door, the
day of the event for an increased fee.
From 10 to II a.m. a parade by student organizations will begin at WSU
residence halls and end at 'The Emerald City,' which is jam-packed with
activities and food. Hot air balloon
tether-rides' highlight the event.
For more information
on
Homecoming 2003 call
the Office of Alumni Relations
ut
775-2620

WSU PHARMACY
NEXT TO RUSS EMtHNEERlNti/

Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center**
Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy.
•We give a 10 percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard. VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States
•It's easy to transfer prescriptions filled at another pharmacy. Just bring us
the label or bottle and we'll call the pharmacy and transfer the prescription,
even if its in another state.
• If your doctor is out of the area, prescriptions can be phoned in or faxed to
us.

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Aiso l o c a t e d in Fred White:
Student Health: x2552
(1st Floor Fred White)

Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Faaan. Nurse Practitioner
Victoria Brodeschore, Nurse Practitioner

Call us at x3414 to discuss transforming existing
prescriptions or what information we will need to file
an electronic claim with your insurance.

www.wTight.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/
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Wright State University art students travel to Italy
Michelle Ditto
Micditto@yahoo.com

Oil paintings by Julie Plummer.
"One lady just started crying," senior
Fine Arts major Adam Mercer said
about one woman's reaction to viewing
Michelangelo's sculpture. "Pieta".
"People just really let their emotions
take over. It was mind blowing, really"
Mercer was one of 15 art students
from WSU. ranging in age 18 to 73,

who traveled to Italy over the sumn ;t
to immerse themselves in the art. culture and scenic landscapes that Italy has
to ofter.
In preparation for the trip, according
to art professor Diane Fitch, students
took a class offe.ed by the Foreign
Language department to learn how to
speak Italian. "That was another way
to bond as a group before we went."
Fitch said.
According to Fitch, the trip was set
up as a class and students were able to
earn credit for going on the trip. "We
really wanted the trip to Italy to be
comparable to a studio class." Fitch
added. "We wanted them to be able to
able to paint and draw the landscape, as
well as see masterpieces of art."
In addition to painting and drawing
the landscape, students were able to
study the masterpieces of art they
learned about in art history. "We would
be up for breakfast at seven anu leave
by eight in the morning." senior Art
History major Amanda Lakatos said.
"We would paint in the morning and go
to museums in the afternoon, grab
lunch somewhere in between all that
and be back for dinner at seven."
"After we arrived and stopped looking at it from a tourist point of view,
we really looked at it from an artist
point of view," Mercer added. "You

didn't really have to look too hard to
get an idea for a composition in Italy.
They're everywhere."
I.akotas said she grew as an artist on
the trip. "I would definitely encourage
any art student interested in going on
the next trip in 2005 to go." she said.
-I few of the several artMnrks created in Italy
this past summit • that are diplayed in the Student Art Caller) in the I AC.

What: Student
Landscape
Paintings &

Where: Student Art
Gallery
in the CAC
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When: Sept 23
through
Oct 3
Hours: T-f 10-4
Sun 12-5

Wright State University

Homecoming 2003
There's No Place Like Home

Bedroo

Don't Forget to Vote for Homecoming
King & Queen
October 8th and 9th in the
Student Union Atrium & The Hangar

FROM $215
FER FERSON

Maple View
Apartments

&78-3973
118 Old YeZZow Springs
BRING

Rd.

THIS 2\D IN FOR
$IOO OFF!
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ALL TIMES LISTED ARC DEP/ KTURE TWES
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE H O N O R S
WOODS
MttLfsTT
7 15
800
8:4a
9 30
10:15
11 OO
11:45
12:30
1.-15
?:00
2 45
3,30
4 15
5 00
5:45
6:30

7-38
8:03
848
9:33
10:18
11*03
11:48
12 33
1 v8
2:03
2:4ft
3:3?
4:18
5:03
548
8:33

_PAB&_
7 22
8:07
8:52
937
10:22
11:07
11 82
12:37
1*22
2.-07
2:52
337
4:22
5 07
5:52
6:37

23SM
726
8:11
8:56
9.41
•*0:26
11:11
11:56
12:41
1-26
2:11
2:56
3:41
4 26
5-11
558
841

YiklAGt
7:30
8,15
9-00
945
10:30
11:15
12:00
12:45
i:30
2:»S
3:00
3:45
4;30
5:15
600
S:-»5

CIME HALL_JiAU..
7:35
820
905
9:50
10:35
11.20
12 0 5
12 SO
1:35
250
3:05
3:50
4:35
5:20
6:05
6:59

7:40
8:25
9:10
9:55
10.40
11:25
12:10
12 5 5
140
2-23 •
3: <0
3:55
4:40
5:25
8:10
6.55

-LOT, 20 .

......
......
—v*
3:15
4.00
4:45
5:30
6:15

"•*"

1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3:25
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45
5;05
5:25
5:45
6 05
6:25
8:45
7:05
7:25
A45
8 OS
8:25
8:45
9:05
9.25
9:45
10 05

MCLIN

GYM

7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11 35
12 20
1:05
1 30
35
3.20
4:05
4:50
5:35
6 20

"***•

ROMT^ 1 - r r - SATURDAYS ONLY

HAMILTON FORE S I
HALL / S U
LANE
200
2:05
3:00
3:06
4:00
4 05

......

ALL rjMES LISTED ARE DEPARTURE
COLLEGE HONORS
WOODS
VILLAGE E1M E_bA.L
PARK
2:10
2:15
2:20
2:25
3:10
3:15
3:20
3:25
4:10
4:15
4:20
4:25

6:25
6:30
7:25
7:30
8:25*
8.30*
•DROP OFF ONLY - N O

******

•»••••

8:35
6:40
6:45
7:35
7:40
7:45
8:35*
3:40*
8:45*
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

••>•••»

6:50
7:50
8:50*

TIMES

MEI.IER
2 35
3:35
4:35

*.....

7:00
8:00
9:00 -

&Mn>L2&
KM 6 N L Y WHl'Lg 6 L A S & E & Adfc IN < ^ & £ I 6 N ANO faURINd FINALS VVfc^K
N O SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL SHUTTLES A R E WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
NO C H A R G E FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2
$1 CHARGE E A C H WAY FOR ROUTE 3 <EXACT C H A N G E PLEASE)

MALL
FQQQ CT
2:50
3:50
4:50

.».«««
7:15
8:15
9:30

Wdnesdav. ixtnlH-r I. 2(»n

Mystic Stars: weekly horoscopeBreak
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®

A q u a r i u s (Jan. ' 1 Kelt. |9> - Worthwhile business suggestions w i l l be criticized for
lack o f planning or minor mistake Remain cheerfully dedicated. Before mid-October,
close colleagues may he unusually expressive or feel publicly challenged by the creativity o f fellow workers. Refuse to act as mediator or private adviser. This is not the right time
to take on the workplace problems o f others. After Friday, a friend or lover w i l l ask for reliable
dales, times or promises. Be supportive.
Pisces (Kel». 2 0 - M a r c h 20* - l arly this week, a friend or co-worker may reveal private
information or h i m at a complex family history Take all such expression as a compli
mart. At present trust between friends may be difficult. After Wednesday, get extra icsi
and pamper the body, i f possible. Ste j) disruptions or skin ailments may be mildly annoying
over the next nine days. Late Sunday, romantic proposals and seductive social invitations arc
highlighted. Enjoy cozy, quiet moments w ith loved ones.
Aries ( M a r c h 2 1 - A p r i l 20) Younger relatives may ask for special fani ly considcraj y
" o n Areas affected arc social behavior, repeated patterns or recent home disruptions
Group acceptance is an important influence in key relationships Be expressive and wait
for toved ones to make their needs clear. Later this week, a close friend or lover expects concrete progress in a difficult relationship. Don't hold back This is the right time to ask for more
freedom or improve communications.
l a u r a t ( A p r i l 21-May 20) - Career choices and fast family discussions are accented
over the next few days. Ask loved ones for permanent financial strategics. A t present.
reliable habits and a structured plan may be needed for success Press for solid public
promises. Before the end o f this week, postponed decisions w i l l prove disruptive. After Friday,
social invitations may increase. Group plans and controversial activities are accented. Fnjoy
new diversions, i f possible. Stress levels may be high
G e m i n i ( M a y 21-June 21) - Before midweek, a subtle romantic attraction demands
response. Explore delicate flirtations but opt for slow progress Although new rclationJ
ships arc promising, piih'.ie affections arc not reliable before Oct. 17 Stay motivated and
watch for clues. After Wednesday, business or financial negotiations may be briefly delayed.
Carefully consider all legal rcstric'ions, group expectations and deadlines. In the coming weeks,
key officials may need to redefine roles, duties or j o b titles.
f aiicer (June 22-July 22) - Planned family events or special gatherings w i l l woik to
S M S y ° u r advantage. Loved ones may ask for your continuing acceptance and support. A l l o w
^ r e s o l v e , ] g r „ U p disputes to fade. This is not the right time u> rclv on old habits or outdated emotional rules. After midweek, a closc friend or lover may request iclicate family
advice. Relocation, extended travel or foreign cultures arc accented. Remain diplomatic. New
information w i l l arrive after O c t 17.

ABOUT Y O U
OOT/

S

Conveniently located in the
Student Union Atrium
EOCS Student Union
775-5784
Hours
Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-€ P.M.

j , ^ . 1 '-*o (July 21-Aua- 22) - Loved ones respond positively to your emotional style. After a
faPH
brief phase o f low social interest, self-confidence is a strong factor in successful rela— tionships. Expect friends and lovers to vie for your attention or offer rare social invitations. Wednesday through S-Hurday. workplace relations also improve. Take time to clarity
daily expectations. Colleagues and officials w i l l welcome your input. A strong week. Stay
focuscd and respond quickly to positive change.
r y n v ' r E O (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Roommates or close relatives may prc .s for revised family
1 ® I goals. Daily promises, chores and home obligations may be a strong concern. Impress
others with your continuing dedication. A t present, sensitivity and group dedication w i l l
be warmly received. Later this week, educational programs, financial applications or complex
legal documents require extra attention Deadlines and age restrictions may be particularly
bothersome. Stay alert There's much to do.
•ibra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Neglccted business details, forgotten paperwork and outW standing payments w i l l demand completion. Early Tuesday, expect key officials to
request fast results, revised protects or final decisions. Rcact with enthusiasm Genuine
interest and cheerful dedication w i l l be respected. Thursday through Sunday, social or romantic
proposals may be quickly reversed. Take none o f it personally. A t present, friends and lovers
need extra lime to consider long-term family plans
t , Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) - Romantic overtures arc difficult to resist. Sensuality and
char sma w
'
' " h a v e a powerful influence on new friendships or workplace attractions
Explore short-term enjoyment but temporarily avoid dclailcd commitments. Unexpected
triangles and rare disagreements may prove draining. After Friday, a new era o f productivity
and career interest arrives. Many Scotpios w i l l begin training programs, compete for newemployment or accept unique assignments

Your On-Campus Copy Shop

Fax
Oversize
Special* ! B/W Poster

1/2 Off ! 1/2 Off
' N o t Valid for
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Calls

B

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) - Business restrictions may be lifted. Late Monday.
expect authority figures to improve established procedures or assign new duties ' undated ideas need to fade from team decisions, agreements and partnerships. Use the time
to present fresh concepts to the group and clarify long-term schedules. You won't be disappointed. Tuesday through Friday, a complex or difficult friendship may become romantic. Respond
honestly to new flirtations or overtures. A l l is well.
r r r C a p r i c o r n (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) Social agreements w i l l be difficult over the next t w o
-ft
days Watch for friends and lovers to misinterpret public statements or find fault with
— new group plans Powerful emotions may be dictating llu- reactions o f others It possible. avoid serious discussions and wait for clarity. Later this week, financial documents may
also be misleading Study minor details for costly errors or mistaken deadlines Older relatives
w i l l offer meaningful advice. Remain open to new ideas.

M&nffljuaSf*

J444 d m G«ma„, Treftfen Rfl. Britain Sam's Club

. w . t h e g u

Expires October 31. 2003

Color
Copies

T-Shirt/
Mousepad
Special
Buy 1 T-shirt or
r r o u s e p a d and get
5 0 % off on t h e 2nd.

8 . 5 x 11

d forfliHjservice or rroducl with UISU student or faculty ID.
Call for an appointment or just UM.:K In!

Expires October 31. 2003
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Regular Price

24 (20* Paper) $2.95
! 18 x1824x (color
card stock) *3.95
I| 18 x 48 (color card stock) $9.95

Expires October 31.2003

49£

Attention!! 1 0 % OFF!
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(^Sports
Men's team paces to high finish
Scheadler places second at central collegiate championships
By Kara L Day

Seventy miles isn't very tar. that
is, if you are driving. Running upwards
of t.'Yis distance, however, is a different
story. For the men's and women's
Cross Country teams, this is about how
much they are logging each week. Fot
the men. it finally paid off this past
weekend.
["he Raiders traveled to Central
Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Ml
for the Central Collegiate Championships !ast Frida; afternoon. The
women faced stiff competition as they
placed a disappointing seventh. Ball

It's not my main focus, but
I would be honored to be
considered one of the best."
- Cory Scheadler, Junior
State University. Western University of
Michigan. Bowling Green State University, Loyola University, University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and University of Illinois-Chicago all finished
ahead of WSU. Lori Siconolfi led the
Raiders with a time of 19:29.46 (42nd
place). Fellow teammate Elizabeth
McMaken (19:39.52, 46th)finishedin
the top fifty.
'Hie men. however, rallied for an
impressive 3rd place finish. They outlasted Horizon League foes Loyola and
U1C, but trailed UWM and meet cham-

is Scrieadler'sfirsttime earning this
awart The Ripley, OH native has
steadily improved during the course of
the season. He attributes much of his
success to training hard all-year-round.
"After season ends. I will continue to
run everyday. In June, I do most of my
distance training and in July I start running as 1 would durini; a race."
The F.xercise Science major has
found his home at Wright State after a
short stint at Malone College. There he
found his potential to be a great athlete
after having run since the eighth grade.
"My favorite sport is soccer.! played
from kindergarten until eighth grade.
My high school did not have a soccer
team, so I started running cross country
after running track for my middle
school." During hisfreshmanand
sophomore years, Scheadler ran with
strong upperclassmen, who he feels
made him more focused on continuing
the sport.
During a race, Scheadler focuses
~ lljua
on a finishing time. "I am pretty confiJunior ( ory ScheadUr features at John Brtiz::
dent that I will continue to shave secSuae f-ark in the invitational in 2002.
onds off of my best time. I really want
to run a sub 25 (minutes). I know that I
pion Western Michigan. Most of ihe
will this season." He has long-term
WSU runners finished with some of
their best 8K times of the season.
goals as well. "Making All-Horizon
Leading the pack was Junior Cory
League would be nice. It - not my
Scheadler with a time of 25:13, finish- main focus, but 1 would be honored to
ing an impressive second. Fellow
be considered one of the best "
The Raiders will be in action at
Raider senior Kevin Paisley landed a
the Notre Dame Invitational in South
spot in the top ten at 26:02. All of the
Raiders finished within 42nd place.
Bend. IN next Friday. Look for both
Last week the Horizon League
teams to continue to improve their
recognized Scheadler as the Runner of
times, as they will again face tough
the Week in Men's Cross Country. This competition.

Raiders' Snorts Schedule
Cross Country:

3 Friday Notre Dame Invitational

Golf:

4-5 Sat.-Sun. Earl Yestingsmeier Invitational (Ball State)

Men's Socccr:

4 Saturday at Cleveland State
7 Tuesday at Marquette

Horizon 1
Men's Soccer
W-L-T
Wright State

6-2-0

UW-Milwaukce

7- 3- 0

Loyola

5- 2- 2

Cleveland State

6- 4- 0

UIC

5- 4- 0

Butler

4- 4- 1

Detroii

3- 5- I

UW-Green Bay

2- 5- 1

Women's Soccer
W-L-T
Detroit

4- 2- 0

Loyola

5- 5- 0

UW-Green Ba>

4- 4- I

Butler

4- 5- 1

UW-Milwaukee

3- 5- 1

Wright State

2- 7- 1

Youngstown State

I- 8- 0

Volleyball
W-L
UW-Milwaukee

13-3

UW-Green Bay

12-3

Butler

10-6

Wright State

9-6

Women's Soccer:

3 Friday at Ohio
5 Sunday at Detroit

Cleveland State

10-7

Youngstown State

7-6

Men's Tennis:

3-5 Fri.-Sun. at Louisville

Loyola

6-9

Women's Tennis:

3-4 Fri.-Sat. at Bali State Invitational

UIC

7- 10

Volleyball:

3 Friday at Butler
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Smerz's hardwork paying off on the court
* Km Day
Following a win versus Xavicr
University last Tuesday evening, the
women's Volleyball Team traveled to
Chicago to face the University of Illi
nois-Chicago and the Loyola University Ramblers this past weekend. They
managed a closc victory Friday night in
the Horizon League opener defeating
the FLmcs 30-22, 21-30, 30-26, 27-30,
19-17. However, they could not pull an
upset against 1 oyola, as the Raiders
lost 30-28, 33-31,30-27.
Senior Outside Hitter Tricia Nascman stunned the crowd and the opposition with a 46 kill performance during
the two matches. Junior Outside Hitter
McKenzie Tiffin also pulled off two
consccutive double-double matches of
her own. Alison Siporski. a senior Middle Hitter, added a remarkable .450 hitting percentage during th* closely
fought match with Loyola. Fellow
Middle Hitter Eboni Kidd executed
blocking duties as she collected 11
blocks, three of which were solo.
Sophor.ore Setter Nicole Schcltema
totaled 101 assists over the course of

the weekend. Senior Libero Allic
Smerz surpass*. J he 1000 career dig
mark with 23 against UIC and added
12 to the total against the Ramblers.
Naseman also pa -sed the 1000 mark in
kills this weekend. Very few players
accomplish this feat in kills or digs.
As a captain, Smerz said she was
proud of her team for their efforts
against UIC. "It truly was one of the
best matches we have played the entire

"It truly was one of the best
matches we have played the
entire year."
- Allie Smerz, Senior
year. Every year, we go to five games
with UIC and never know if we vvi!!
win or lose. But this year was dilferent.
Everyone made it a point to win. The
match against Loyola was so disappointing. We just couldn't execute the
finish. Everyone has already promised
a win when we play them at home.
Personally, 1 can't wait to beat them."

The defeat was possibly due in part to
the amount of energy expended the
night before.
Smcrz deserves more credit than
she is given. After vying for an Outside
Hitter posit' -MI, she volunteered to be
the team's ... „**o. Until recently, playing defense has not been a very glamorous job. Noi / the conference recognizes defcnsi\ e efforts by awarding a
Defensive Pla> T of the Year. As of
September 27th, she is digging almost
5 balls per game, one more than everyone else in the league. During the
summer, Smerz walked into Head
Coach Joylynn Tracy's office and stated her goals. Tracy and Assistant
Coach Rob Beam recognized Smerz's
desires to be the best Libero in the conference and possibly one of the best
Liberos in the nation. Since, they've
devised cooperative efforts to combat
the opposition's offensive habits.
Before she steps onto the court,
Smerz intently studies the scouting
report created by Coach Beam. She is
constantly using her sense of court
awareness to prevent the other team
from scoring. Her other duty on the

Gotf team struggles against tough weather and competition
a»Ka*LDv
The Wright State men's Golf program traveled to Bloomington, IN over
the weekend to take part in the Hoosier
Invitational, hosted by Indiana University. A*\er two rounds on Saturday, the
Raiders could not overcome the windy
and miserable conditions that they
faced on Sunday. WSU finished in 15th
place, trailing several Big Ten and
MAC schools.
Freshman Brandon K/iutson of
South Bend, IN posted a team best
total of 226 to finish in 43rd place for
the Raiders. After 36 holes, Knutson
was tied for 15th place after shooting
four-over par. Indiana led the pack of
teams all weekend. The Raiders could
not gain any ground on any of the
teams, especially after their performance on Sunday.
Fellow Raiders Marty Miller and
Tate Prows tied for 62nd place with a
score of 230 after 54 holes. Michael
Tipton finished at 231 in 64th place.
Rick Blair was closc behind with a
score of 233, and Brandon Judy finished 82nd (235).
Junior Tate Prows commented on
the weekend. "None of us consistently
played the course well. Brandon
(Knutson) looked great after day one,
but like most of us, he just could not
hold onto the compe'ition."
The weather might have played a
role in the Raiders defeat, but most
likely just added to their weekend of
struggles. "Saturday was a little chilly,
but nothing unusually difficult. Sunday was miserable. We cam.ot blame
W* w

w

our poor performance on the weather,
though. We just need to finish better."
Prows stated on behalf of the team.
This fall is simply a practicc
round for the Raiders. They may see
some of the same competition in the
spring during their real season, but they
have all winter to hone their concentration on the game. Prows said, "It is
prctt> difficult during the winter. We
train hard physically, by running and

lifting, but it is tough to play in our
winter climate. The team tries to go to
heated driving ranges, even when it is
cold."
The Raiders will travel to Ball
State University this coming Saturday
to compctc in the Earl Vesiinasmeier
Invitational. The Raiders arc looking to
refocus their energy and to finish the
fall season on a good note.
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775-5537
FOOD AND DMNK SPECIALS!

10% OFF WITH WSU ID*
Across from WSU • 427-3000
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court is to ignite a sense of passion in
her teammates. Smerz knov "Vjt this
is the last time she will pi;
friends, the last time her ir.t
r,
and grandma will see her pi;.
last time she will be able to .
a player.
Her future dreams don't extent. .ar
beyond the volleyball court. He1 ultimate goal is to coach Division i volleyball. At season's end, she will I ?gin
coaching a Dayton Juniors' Clul Volleyball teani. Educating younger players is very important to Smcrz. As a
Health and Physical Recreation major,
she hopes to serve as a motivational
total, influencing children to stay active.
Also, she will continue to work closely
with Coach Beam and the Raider program. In short, Smerz can accomplish
whatever she puts her mind to.
p s y c r > ) c RC-VWNCS e y
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Call

(037) 5 2 0 - 1 1 3 0

. C H U Coupon f o r $10.00 o f f

"Workout** - Nature of the Job,
Growth
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout
The work's demanding, but the rewards
are big. Come ioin our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance
and break a sweat with the nation's
package delivery leader.
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualification!
18 yean of older
• Port-tune, 5-day w©«l
Mu»t bo able to lift 50
• Ability to lood, unload
and w*t pocloge*
Apply In person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Potnt 70 Blvd.
Huber Height*. OH 45424
Fedcx.com/u8/careers
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WOE offers students new and exciting experiences
Weekend and holiday trips just a few things club has to offer
By Becky PrudzynsW
rvtocca bnKbymM@yahoo.com
The Wright Outdoors F.tc. (WOE)
club is a little known sport and adventure organization at Wright State, as
w.-ll as one of the university 's best kept
secrets. The club, situated in the back
halls (room W045A) of the Student
I nton, is currently seeking new members. WOE believes thai meeting new
people is one of the most fun parts
about the club. WOE is actually more
than a sports club: it is an adventure
club and a social club. WOE sponsors
events similar to those of Campus
Recreation (C-REC). however they
have different events at different times.
WOE explains. "We came first. Outdoor Recreation run by C-REC is actually the school's response to WOE."
The goal of the group is to promote
outdoor education, as well as to challenge members to be the best they can
be by increasing se'f-confidencc, doing
outdoors activities that are good for
their health, and by meeting new and
exciting people.
WOE has been participating in
and organizing such activities as ireskating, sky diving, rock climbing,
spelunking (deep caving), snowboarding, skiing, and hiking for the past several years. Sometimes the club plans
activities in coordination with other oncampus clubs that have similar inter-

: ••••

weekends as well as other times
throughout the year. This yea', on
October 17th, the club plans to go on a
white water rafting trip in West Virginia. While white water rafting, the
group plans to watch BASE jumpers
parachute into the river from a huge
bridge above them. Duke says BASE
jumping, which is an acronym for
Building, Antennae, Span. Earth, is
legal with the proper licensure, however the club will be too busy riding the
waves of the New River and the Upper
Gauley to participate. Other activities
planned for this quarter include a paintball workshop, a hike, a Walk on the
Quad fundraiser, and the end of the
quarter party. The members of the club
discuss possible events and then vote
on them at meetings. Their goal. Duke
says, is to do "all sorts of different
things, that we WOE members find
interesting."
Alice, Bon-he, Ben. Shah' and Michael Myerstakepart in thefirstannual alumni canoe trip.
If you look forward to being outdoors and having good times, memberice.
In
both
1999
and
2000.
WOE
won
csts. The club has been active since it
awards for community service. Accord- ship for the club is twenty five-dollars
started twelve years ago. and is the
per year and fifteen-dollars per quarter.
ing to Elizabeth Duke, the club has
longest standing organization on camFor more information consult WOEs
already naturalized campsites and
pus. WOE is considered a sports ciub
website at www.wright.edu/studenworked on litter control projects. Duke
by the university and abides by the
torgs/woe.
WOE President Elizabeth
says that the club does one or more
rules of the Wright State Sports Club
Duke may be contacted at Arial@slugservice projects each year. However,
Council. During all of their events.
gy.net. Don't hesitate to contact them
most of the events that take place are
WOE makes trip reports and takes with
the next time you are looking for a
mostly for relaxation.
them at least one staff member who is
good time.
WOf takes trips on Memorial
trained in CPR and First-Aid.
Day, Labor Day, and the Fourth of July
WOE also does community serv-
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3989-B Colonel Glenn Highway
At the intersection of Colonel Glenn and National Rd.
Call ahead for faster service

W047 SlI
775-5565
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/lambda_union
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Reg. $4.49
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i Buy 2 Subs, j
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Stop by and visit us in our office!
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Only $2.49 I

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, & Allies

w

6" Ham and
Cheese Sub

431-0164

Hours:
10:30am - 9 00pm Monday thru Saturday
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Arena league football comes to Columbus
• Ex - OSU coach
to take the helm of
new team

3y Josh bate

b-?fcsta49S@holmaixan
Former Ohio State Football Coach
Karlc Bruce has been named the coach
and general manager of the newly
formed Columbus Destroyers of the
Arena Football League. Bruce is a
recent inductee into the College Football Hall of Fame, and he brings near I)
50 years of coaching experience to the
Destroyers. Bruce's stats are impressive. He compiled an 81-26-1 record in
nine seasons as the successor to Woody
Hayes at OSU. coaching from 1979 to
1987. During that span the Buckeyes
w ;re Big Ten champs in '79 and "84
and co-champs in '81 and '86. Bruce
also received Big Ten Coach of the
Year honors in 1980.
Brace's career in coaching started
in 1951 after a knee injury during his
sophomore year, which left him sidelined from playing for WooJy Hayes at
Ohio State. Bruce stayed with the program as a coach and upon graduation

radio personality on AM 610 WTVN.
covering, not so surprisingly. Ohio
Slate football. This new job however,
inorc than anything, brings Bruce back
as a coach in the town where he is
most loved. One of the first things that
he plans to do as head coach o' «?
Destroyers is to bring to the f...igrain as
many former Buckeyes as possible.
Bruce was quoted as saying. "I guarantee any Ohio State player that's m < in
the NFL., . . we want them here." Fhe
influx of former Buckeyes may not
Destroyers Head < bach amI General Man.,
lead to wins for the franchise but the
Ernie Bruce
fanfare created by the opportunity to
coached high school football for twelve sec former OSU stars will definitely
years before moving up to the college
bring in revenues. Those revenues are
ranks. In 1972 he landed the head
the exact reason that Columbus now
coaching job at the University of
has an Arena Football team. The team
Tampa and then moved on to coach at
is not an expansion team for the league
Iowa State University for six seasons.
but rather a franchise that has already
After leaving his position at Ohio State
existed in Buffalo since 1997. and is
he went on to coach at the University
making the move to Columbus in
of Northern Iowa in 1988 and then at
hopes of being more profitable. The
Colorado State University from '89owners of the team were unsuccessful
'92.
in negotiating a lease with their former
Success has followed Bruce wherarena's owners in Buffalo, so the franever he has coached and from "93-'95
chise will now have a home in Columand also in 2001 he had stints in the
bus" Nationwide Arena, home of the
Arena Football League, leading the
N'ULs Columbus Blue Jackets.
teams from Cleveland. St. Louis, and
With Bruce at the helm, as both
Iowa. Most recently he worked as a

head coach and general manager of the
Destroyers, things could get interesting
at Nationwide Arena this February.
The season w ill conclude in June with
the annual Arena Bowl. So. for the
year-round football fan. of which there
arc so many in Columbus. Bruce and
the Destroyers will fit right in. The hiring of Bruce to the new franchise
seems to be a good move for the coach,
the franchise, and most importantly, the
fans.
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5 terrifying mazes, a dreaded Psycho Path and the all new "devilish" Route 666!

4

Plus, your favorite thrill rides like the all r.ew Delirium...all night long!

wrwiM.pki.com
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1.800.288 0808

Dayton puts an end to Raiders streak
fash Burt*
hwtato495@hrtnalcom
All good things must come to an
end. and that was the theme of the
weekend for the men's soccer team.
Although the Raiders did win their Friday night match against the Ramblers
of l.oyola. taking their win streak to six
games, they were unable to pull off the
upset of a very good Dayton team in
the cross-town shootout on Sunday
evening.
Last Thursday it was announced
that the men were ranked tenth in the
region by the National Coaches Association of America. The teams ranked
ahead of the Raiders included schools
from the Big Ten, and the A-10. The
ranking came after the men had won
five straight matches, their best start
since 1996. so coming into their first
league match against l.oyola they
looked and felt very strong.
The first half saw hard-nosed
scrappy play from both the Ramblers
and the Raiders, but ended with no
goals having been scored, and the
Raiders looking for someone to step
things up. That extra punch came not
so surprisingly in the second half from
Scarborough, Ontario's very own PaulAnthony Perez. The sophomore, off an
assist from junior teammate Juan
Vasquez, scored his team-leading sixth

some have been left wondering who, i t
anyone would try and fill "senior's
shoes. Since the loss of! " -QZ
has done just that, scoriiv
>
wfwrmrt
six goals.
PAKTHntS
RAISERS
Perez looked to keep I
< J
season going as the Raiders u» •
the
number four ranked Dayton Fiver., j n
Sunday evening on a rain and tail
soaked Alumni Field. Both tt ims came
out very aggressively, with a . ombined
49 fouls committed. The Flyer offensive attack was too much for the
Raiders to handle though, as Wright
State found themselves down by two
goals early in the first half. Those two
glials would be enough to hold off the
Raiders and end their great six-game
win streak. The Raiders were out-shot
23-13 by the Flyers. To make things
worse, the Raiders' only offensive
highlight, a goal off a header from
sophomore Paul-Anthony Perez, was
waived as a foul was committed during
the play. Senior Jason Balach once
again kept goal, allowing two goals
Paul- Anthony Perez, ttl, stays strong H»T/I high intensity tin thefield,desf)ite the rain and coldfront
and
notching ten saves on the night.
tempertures on Sunday afternoon.
With the loss, the Raiders have nowgoal of the season in the 60th minute of Raiders out-shot the Ramblers 14-11.
lost to the Flyers in the last five meetplay. That goal was enough for the win
and also took more corner kicks by a
ings between the two teams.
as the end of regulation came without
margin of 9-1
Next weekend the Raiders will
Loyola answering. The Raiders were
The aforementioned Perez is becomlook to improve on their 6-2 record
sustained defensively by senior goalie
when they travel to Cleveland State on
ing the go-to guy for the Raiders this
Jason Balach who made seven saves in
Saturday for their second league match
season. During the current absence of
his third shutout of the season. The
of the season.
offensive powerhouse Ricky Strong,

UWM

WE GAINED WEIGHT
S e e n bur S c h o l a r s h i p C h a n n e l lately?

r You've Got News

We've added over 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 b r a n d n e w acholarahipa
and

revamped o u r e n t i r e s i t e t o g i v e y o u
more accurate eearch results'

We've changed.

Get The Guardian
in your Inbox

Come and see.

Check Out Guardian's Scholarship
C h a n n e l at:
www.lhaguardlanonlina.com/acholarchlp*

Register now on our wetwlte a d automatically receive
an Email Edition o> the paper with every iww Issue
Headline News • Cotlepo Sports • Campus Calender
Local Weather • Daily Horoeecpe
lt"e the best way to stay mlormed-. end It's free.

www.theguardianonline.com
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Spring Break

*1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is nr— offering 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco, Party in
Spring Break '04 with SludentCity.com
Vallarta, or get Crazv in Cabo-all with
and Maxim Magazine! Get hook d up
BIANCHI-ROSS' TOURS. Book bv Oct
with Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status as 31-gel FREE MEALS! Organize a
a Campus Rep! Choose from 15 of the group and travel for FREE. Call for
hottest destinations. Book early for
details. 800-875-4525 or
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS and ISC. www.bianchi-rossi.com
Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery, visit
! So many Spring Break companies . . .
www.studentcity.com or
Book DIRECT with the established
Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
leader in Spring Break travel. Better
trips, better prices. Campus representatives wanted. INFO/RES: 1-800-367#1 Spring l.eak Vacations! 100% Best
1252 www.springbreakdirect.com
Prices! Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus Reps
Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
DRY CLEANER COUNTER PERSON
Friendly, part-time, evenings and
Spring Break2004 with STS, America's weekends. Responsible. Starling
$7/hour and up. Apply in person.
s1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
1073 South Main Street, Centerville
Cancun, Acapulco, Baharras, Florida.
436-9500.
Hiring campus reps. Call for dis-

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SHORTTERM WORK PAYING S6.75/HOUR?
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN VIDEO
GAMES? AND/OR RESEARCH?
Seeking research participants for two
research st -lies at Wright State University, s' iK i.'s and non-students are
encouraged to call 775-3753 to schedule
for participate on. STUDY 1 - Males
only, must w. 'rk 4 consecutive days MTH (M - 3 hrs. T to TH - 2 hrs per day)
approx. 9 hours total. STUDY 2 - Males
and Females, Friday 9am-5pm.

VVIN7 ER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www.Sunchase.com or call
1-800-SUNCHASE today!

w w .

Live near UD at Irving Commons
fuuly famished with utilities. Town
house witii deck, sand volleyball,
pool. Discounted price for 2, 3, or 4
students. Call Betsy for information
836-1361

Delivery Driver. $6.00+ /hr.Submarine
House. Call 776-9350.
Bartender Trainees Needed. $250 a
day potential. Local positions. 1-800293-3985 ext. 298

Apartment for rent near Smithville
Rd. and W.S.U. on busline. ONE bedroom S320 a month plus $200 deposit.
No pets. Plus utilities, laundry available. Call Jeannine at 426-7345

Great jobs for busy students. Dinneronly gourmet restaurant with part-time
and flexible schedules. Meet new
friends working with a fun, upbeat
staff a' Figlio. Interviewing for cook,
server and bartending positions. WILL
TRAIN. Call Jason Moore at
614.309.9770.
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{937)375-3170
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BODY PIERCING
VND JEWELRY
H I)r I* \ K T M F \ I
I IC F V •?I-1>
767-7144

IS C.LEN ST. YELLOW SPKINCS

1 bedroom quality brick double apartment on a quiet street and a 2-bedroom
house are available for rent in Fairborn.
VERY AFFORDABLE. Call 937-2999800 (evenings).

WW w. S t u d e n t OH pre%s.c onC a l l NOW: 1 . 8 0 0 . 7 8 7 . 3 7 8 7

SPRING BREAK 04
NOW H m i N G

www.studentexpiess.com
Call NOW: 1 . 8 0 0 . 7 8 7 . 3 7 8 7

M i l i mil
Short

farm

mi
Available

Just S3Z8 00

Coll Today (9Y1) 8181158

Services
If reproductive organs have a reason,
how could a child be a "mistake"?
www.getTheTruth.net

$11.45 base-appt. guaranteed starting
pay.
!!! BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY !!! Fun work environment with other students. 10-40 hours/week around classCruise With 100s Of Students On The
es/ other job. Co-ops/ Scholarships
Largest & Wildest Student Party
awarded, conditions exist. Customer
Cruise! Spend 5 Days In The Bahamas
From $279! Includes Most Meals, Free
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
Parties, Port Taxes! Ethics Award Windoor-to-door sales. No experience necning Company! www.SpingBreakTrav- essary, we train. Must have positive
el.com 1-800-678-6386
attitude and good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
*** ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
12th trip free. Visit the official website
937-436-3580
for spring break '04. The best deals to
the hottest destinations. Group disLooking for several individuals to provide tutoring and supervision for my
counts.com or 800-838-8202.
10-year old developmentally disabled
son, in my Centerville home. Days are
A "Reality" Spring Break 2004. Featured in 'The Real Cancun." Lowest
flexible, but most hours would be after
Prices. Free meals before Nov. 6. 2
school and on weekends. Extensive
Free Trips for Groups.
training will be provided. I am espewww.sunsplashtours.com
cially interested in Special Education
1-800-426-7710
or Psychology majors. Please call Sue
Henderson at 291-3087
Read The Guardian ever' Wednesday
w

Honors Dorni 2nd Fk»
Sunday - Thursd*
2pm - tOpir

DAYTON Great Apt's. Perfect For Students & Professionals Near UD &
MVH. Efficiencies & 1 or 2 or 3 bdrm,
C/air, private parking, some with
decks. Call Now . . 369-5339 or
223-9790

Disabled female needs help with dressing bathing, and all hygiene, cooking,
cleaning. $8/hr., flexiblehours. Lives
in Peppertree. Call Tracey at 427-8499

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA! 7 Nights From $459+ tax!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners, 20-50
Hours Free Drinks! Guaranteed Lowest
Prices & Best Party Schedule. The Only
Spring Break Company Recognized For
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web - View
100s Of Hotel Videos And Reviews At
www.SpringBreakTraveI.com
1-800-678-6386

Qrttl coffer <'> in your future

Furnished Studios. Short term
Available. Just $328 00 Call Today
(937) 878-7758

Avon/Mark. Sell Avon/Mark at work
or school. Earn up to 50% commission.
, Call 427-0176 to speak with Vallerie or
email vjedmonds(®sbcglobal.net

Campus Reps Needed: Be A Campus
Rep For The Only Spring Break Company Recognized For Outstanding
Ethics! Earn Free Trips & CASH!
www.springbreaktravel.com

Gypsy Camp Coffee

For Rent

Help Wanted

counts. 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

The Gujrdian I

Top Test Scores? We've got the best
part-time job you'll ever have! The
Princeton Review, the nation's leader
in test preparation, is seeking instructors for upcoming MCAT and SAT
courses. Forward resume and test
scores to info.columbusJ'Teview.com
Psychic readings by Miss Catherine
Sed-ching for clarity? Experience a
true master psychic. 1 Free Question
by Phone! For an appointment call
(937) 520-1139 today. Private and confidential.

Announcement
Acts Needed! Pay a flat fee. Charge
what you want at the door! Great
Money plus Exposure! Quest Theatre,
off exit 4 on 675. 436-V990
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Aventis
N E E D EXTRA
INCOME?
Have A Few
Extra Hours?
Aventis Bio-Services, the global
leader in plasma collection
offers a fast, safe and easy way
for you to make extra incomeyou can make up to S25
on your first visit!
Come to our center-clean and
convenient-and give plasma.
Donors are generously
rewarded...and people s
lives are saved.
165 E. H e l e n a St
Dayton, OH
,{937) 2 2 4 - 1 9 7 3
Open Monday-Saturday
Call for Appointment

LPHLAURE

